
Step 3: Assemble Frame

Lay all frame pieces on the floor as shown in frame diagram below.

Snap the hinges and corners into the vertical curved poles first and then connect the horizontal 
poles on the top and bottom.

Screw feet into bottom of frame (feet are optional).

NOTE: Top horizontal poles will have the holes on top, facing the ceiling. Bottom horizontal poles 
will have the holes facing the floor. 

a. Remove panels from tube and lay on flat surface. Cut out notches in all four corners of each 
panel (see scissor symbols). Tape is to be attached to both top and bottom edges.

b. Start the white loop tape 1/8" in from side edge in the unprinted area where marked. Peel off the 
backing a little at a time so the sticky tape doesn’t tangle. Trim the end of the tape 1/8" in from 
the edge. Press tape firmly onto panels to secure adhesive.

Step 2: Attach VELCRO® tape to panels (white loop tape goes on backdrop panels)

Recommended: wait 24 hours to allow adhesive to bond to the frame and panels 
before final assembly.
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NOTE: black hook tape goes on frame, 
white loop tape goes on backdrop panels

1

Separate poles into two piles. One for horizontal and one for vertical. Vertical poles are longest.

Lay horizontal poles on a flat surface with “channel” facing up (the drilled holes in poles will be 
on the underside).

Match up the long pieces of black hook tape with the long poles and short pieces of tape with the 
short poles. 

Begin with any horizontal pole and place black tape in the channel starting 1/8" in from the edge. 
Peel off the backing a little at a time so the sticky tape doesn’t tangle. Before laying the end of the 
tape down, trim it to fit 1/8" in from the end of the channel. Press tape firmly into channel. 

Repeat this process for remaining horizontal poles.

Step 1: Attach VELCRO® tape to frame (black hook tape goes on black frame)

Tools needed: scissorsAssembly Instructions

  

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
LAYOUT ALL PARTS ON THE GROUND SHOWN1.
PRESS ALL JOINTS TOGETHER2.
TWIST ON FEET3.
LIFT ASSEMBLED FRAME AND LETS PLAY!4.

PARTS LIST:

4 FEET

4 CORNERS

4 
26

6

3

holes face floor

holes face ceiling



To download the free app, go to your tablet’s app store and type “K.I.W.i. Storybooks” into 
search box (type exactly as shown, including periods). Select the app that matches your 
Storybook theme and download. App requires barcode labels to access content.

Barcode labels to use with app: 
Open PDF barcode labels from your “Downloads” zip folder and print. Cut along trim lines 
so that you have individual labels. You may wish to laminate before trimming in order to 
create sturdier labels that can be used over and over again.

Attach the barcode labels to the backdrop with removable sticky tape, or removable 
Glue Dots® for easy attachment and removal from the Storybook panels.

Scan one label at a time with tablet to initiate app content.

If you need access to the barcode labels again in the future, please follow these 
instructions:

1. In your browser, go to: https://shop.kiwistorybooks.com

2. Click on the red “My Account” link on the top right of your screen. 

3. Log in with your email address and password (created when you placed your order).

4. Under “My Orders,” click “Review Orders/Track Packages.”

To Download App

5. You’ll see a list of the order(s) you’ve 
placed. Click the “Download Files” link.

6. Click link at top of page: “Click Here to 
Download the Files You’ve Purchased.” 

7. On “Your Downloads” page, click the file 
name to download the .zip compressed file 
to your computer. Download one at a time 
if you’ve purchased multiple themes. Once 
downloaded, open the .zip folder and print 
the desired PDFs.

800.782.8697

www.kiwistorybooks.com

™

© Calapitter Creations, Inc. K.I.W.i. STORYBOOKS
is a trademark of Calapitter Creations, Inc.

PARTS LIST
Count all parts and make sure nothing is 
missing. Call 1-800-782-8697 within 10 days 
to report any missing part and we will replace 
it at no additional charge.

Frame parts

8 hinges
4 corners
6 feet
10 long poles 
6 medium poles
4 short poles
Black hook tape

Panel parts

5 panels printed 
on both sides 
(see above)

White loop 
tape

hingecorner

foot

black     
hook tape

poles
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Step 4: Attach panels to frame

With frame standing upright in zigzag position, slide 
the bottom of panel #1 under the frame section in 
the order it belongs (see above for image). Wrap the 
bottom of the panel around the horizontal pole and 
position the white loop tape onto the black hook tape 
and press down securely.

Pull the panel up and wrap the top of the panel around 
the top horizontal pole of the frame, pressing the loop 
and hook tape together. Repeat for each panel.

Step 5: Enjoy your Walk-in Storybook!

panel 
#1

Line up panels so that panel #1 is on the far left


